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Abstract - This paper presents a node model designed for 

simpler deployment of custom Internet of Things systems. 

Proposed node model consists of three layers: sensor, logic, 

and cloud layer. Sensor layer abstract communication with 

attached sensors and actuators. Similarly, cloud layer 

abstract communication with servers, usually in cloud. 

Sensor and cloud layers use configuration files with 

definitions of its interfaces. Logic layer execute end-user 

made program that represent node’s behavior. Simple syntax 

is proposed for program so it can be created or adapted by 

some end-users, not just professional programmers but also 

automation enthusiasts. Program uses abstractions defined in 

sensor's and cloud's layers to perform required operations. 

Proposed node model is compared to other solutions in the 

IoT field. Advantages of proposed model include simpler 

design of custom IoT node and system, flexibility in network 

design, not relaying on Internet connection, while its 

downsides include complexity of middleware, capabilities 

when compared to implementation in a programming 

language, simplicity of creation when compared to solutions 

with graphical user interface. 

Keywords – Internet-of-things; sensor; cloud; end-user; 

programming; middleware 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Innovations and advances in computing, both in 
hardware and software, allow for rapid expansion of its 
real-world application, especially on the Internet of Things 
(IoT) domain [1]. Exponential growth of IoT devices relies 
on commercial ready-to-use devices, with predefined usage 
scenarios, often controllable only through companion 
application or web page provided by creator. Although that 
might be what most users need or can use, there might be a 
lot of users that could want more. For example, to connect 
different devices in some new usage scenarios, to add new 
devices in the system with custom behavior, defined by the 
user. Such extensions or custom systems can be created 
using some integrators (e.g. [2-4]) or by professional 
programmers.  

If IoT growth would continue to be exponential, as 
predicted in [1], current and future base of professional 
programmers would be insufficient and too expensive for 
custom systems needed for some individual user needs. 
One possibility to reduce that problem is to exploit some 
capable users, non-professional programmers, who could 
design its own systems if they are presented with examples 
of similar systems. Those users are targeted with proposed 
node model. 

This paper presents a node model that is primarily 
intended only for programmable IoT devices and advanced 
users, who might learn from simple examples and then 
create their own programs or at least adapt existing 
programs to their needs. In presented model the complexity 
of communication with other nodes (e.g., things, local or 
remote servers) as well as the use of sensors and actuators 
via their protocols, is abstracted through simpler interface. 
The parameters for these communications are defined 
within clearly formatted configuration files. The main part 
of the model – the logic layer, runs a device control 
program. Proposed program syntax is modeled to emulate 
IoT programs created in some programming language, but 
with much simpler form, with only four commands and 
three types of events, designed for IoT device behavior. 

Although middleware that implements proposed model 
is not implemented yet, the model is based on experience 
with preliminary implementations [5-7]. In those partial 
implementations each layer is a separate program with 
application layer protocols for inter-communication. In 
those projects the basic operations of general IoT node are 
identified and then respective layers were adapted to 
support them. The model presented in this paper is a next 
step in optimization, retaining only minimal set of 
operations that should be sufficient for simpler nodes in a 
custom IoT systems. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 
II overview of related research is presented. Proposed node 
model is presented in Section III. Section IV illustrates 
programming possibilities with several task examples. 
Complexity for using proposed node model by end-users 
(i.e., programming in it) is analyzed in Section V. The 
research conclusions are summarized in Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

There are many research directions that attempt to bring 
IoT to end-users (and vice versa). Some studies are oriented 
toward just basic usage, where end-users interact with IoT 
objects accordingly to predefined interaction patterns. 
Other studies try to make end-users integral part of IoT 
systems, enabling them to adapt system and its components 
for their (changing) needs. In this paper only later 
approaches are explored.  

To be able to adapt one or more component of an IoT 
system, end-user must understand some of its basic 
workings. These basics can be different with respect to the 
desired capability of end-users, which can be oriented 
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toward different node/system, such as: (1) a single node 
with limited communication, (2) a node with high 
communication needs, (3) a controller node which interacts 
with simpler ones, or (4) an ecosystem of nodes, 
controllers, and remote servers. The node model proposed 
in this paper was modeled toward nodes of types (1-3). 
However, the more complex the node is, the more 
complicated program is required, entailing more 
knowledgeable end-user. 

Different researchers in this field assume different end-
user programming qualifications. Some researchers try to 
simplify systems for existing programmers while other try 
to teach end-users basics that will still enable them to 
specify their commands through suitable programming 
interface, which can also be in graphical form, through 
menu-like interface or object combining tool. Since 
multitude of end-users are predicted for IoT, all research 
directions may be required to involve all targeted users 
(programmers and others) in today’s the fastest growing 
computing field. Several such studies are described in the 
rest of this section. 

Warble middleware [8], similarly to our node model, to 
simplify end-user programming encapsulates device and 
protocol complexity in IoT environment. However, it 
requires from users to program in Java (using provided API 
for simplified device/network access), and its internal 
structure is complex since its intended for a controller in an 
IoT domain. 

In [9] a user-oriented language is proposed which 
enable users to specify interconnections between 
heterogeneous objects in the IoT with natural language like 
syntax. Their solution is more general than the node model 
we proposed, with much larger syntax, consequently being 
more complex to learn. 

Semantic Web ontology model for programming 
environments aimed at end-user development is presented 
in [10]. The model provides abstract and technology 
independent representations and allows definition of 
abstract trigger-action rules that can be automatically 
adapted to different contextual situations. 

Author in [11] explore several different user interface 
alternatives for programming smart devices for a smart 
house using smart sign and variety of sensors as use case. 
Rule based solutions are explored, which combine logical 
expressions containing sensor inputs, and various 
time/period definitions. Programs are created through web-
based interface. 

Paper [12] presents an integration of the Android 
Things platform with the MIT App Inventor which should 
enable novice developers with minimal programming 
knowledge to create IoT applications. 

A graphical tool for ordinary end-users is proposed in 
[13]. It enables design and development for IoT business 
processes. Implementation is based on microservices 
deployed as Docker containers. 

Commercial applications for managing IoT smart 
homes through trigger-action rules without needing to write 
any code, like IFTTT [2] and Atooma [3], are examples that 
promote end-users to define behavior of their systems. 

Those solutions require constant Internet connection since 
they work through services in cloud (every decision is made 
there). Another similar solution is Home Assistant [4], an 
open-source solution that relies on smart phones’ 
capabilities for home automation. Unlike most previous 
solutions and proposed node model, solutions [2-4] work 
with of-the-shelf, non-programmable devices. 

The node model proposed in this paper is not a complete 
solution – it is intended for programming a single node. 
However, such node could possibly be a part of larger 
system with similarly created nodes or could connect to 
other node or system through the same interface. Target 
node type could be a simple sensor node, or some more 
complex controller/gateway node, or even server node. But 
more complex node requires more complex program, and 
there is a limitation on this model’s capability since it is 
created with simplification as primary motivation. 

III. THREE-LAYER NODE MODEL 

The proposed node model, shown in Fig. 1, consists of 
three layers: sensor, logic, and cloud layer. Each layer is 
defined with its configuration file and a program for logic 
layer. Next subsections use the following syntax for 
defining configuration file and program elements. 
Elements in square brackets are optional (e.g., in "item1 

[item2]" element item2 is optional). Repetition of an 

element is descripted by three dots (e.g., in "item [...]" 

element item can be repeated more than once). Symbol | 

between two items (e.g., "item1 | item2") defines that 

first or second item can be placed there. Whitespace in 
configuration file should be ignored by middleware, but 
still encouraged for better readability. 

A. Sensor Layer 

Sensor layer abstracts sensors and actuators providing 
simple interface for their usage to the logic layer. For 
simplicity, in further text only term sensor will be used, but 
it represents both sensor and actuator. 

Each sensor is defined by its name and communication 
protocol. A sensor name can be used in logic layer for 
retrieving its value or sending a value to it. 

 

Fig. 1. Three-layer middleware model for IoT node 
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Full definition for a sensor can be described with: 

sensor_name[(arg[,…])] = protocol[(par=expr[,…])] 

where arg is argument to sensor name, par represent 

parameter name and expr can be any string that can include 

arguments and variable value which is set in task with 

command SET (explained in III.C). However, simpler 

forms without optional arguments are encouraged since 
target users may not be programmers, and they may not 
understand some programming features this configuration 
can contain. Simpler form includes just sensor name and 
protocol. For example, temperature sensor that uses I2C 
protocol can be defined with temp=I2C, switch controlled 

with pin 5 can be defined with SW=PIN(pin=5). 

Example sensor layer configuration is presented in 
Listing 1. 

Middleware that implements described node model 
must create a representation of all defined sensors and use 
them when they appear in logic layer. For example, 
command SET charger_switch=1 should be executed 

by using pin 7 (through some interface) and set it to high. 
Similarly, command GET charger_switch should be 

executed by using the same pin and placing retrieved value 
(0 or 1) into variable with name charger_switch, which 

can then be used in program. More program command 
examples are shown in section IV. 

B. Cloud Layer 

Cloud layer should abstract communication with other 
nodes, usually local or remote servers (in cloud). Today’s 
most prevalent communication model in IoT is through 
publish/subscribe pattern. Therefore, the basis for cloud 
layer is based on this principle, although it can be used for 
other communication methods.  

IoT node should define one or more remote computers 
for communication, each with unique id, communication 
parameters and publish and subscribe topics it will use. 
Listing 2 shows general format for single server definition 
in cloud layer configuration file. 

 

Each server must have unique id which can be used in 
program with SEND commands and on MESSAGE events 

(element from). Field connection must contain all 

information on how to connect with server, such as protocol 
and authentication data. If a node run its own server, i.e., 

middleware will start it, then required parameters must be 
set through field listen. Elements publish and 

subscribe must define topic names on which this node 

will send data or subscribe to receive data from the server. 

Example configuration from Listing 3 represent the 
server which is reached over HTTPS. Data exchange with 
this server, since not otherwise defined, should be 
performed using topic names and associate values, all 
added to given URL. 

The original idea behind proposed node model is to use 
sensor layer for sensors/devices this node controls, and 
cloud layer for devices/servers that control this node. 
However, this node model enables various communication 
within both of those layers. Therefore, one can consider 
some node as sensor or as remote server – it can be 
implemented in either way, through sensor or cloud layer. 
It is upon user to decide which approach better suits him. 

C. Logic layer 

The most important layer in proposed node model is the 
logic layer. It contains a program which defines node 
behavior. Proposed program syntax revolves around 
definition of a task. Single task can be activated by triggers, 
such as time, message arrival and local sensor event, or 
called from other tasks. General task syntax is presented in 
Listing 4. Each task must have a unique name. If it is 
intended to be called from other tasks it could have 
arguments. Those arguments can be used in task body as 
variables but should have a value none when task is 

invoked through triggers. 

 

Section RUN_ON define triggers which are evaluated on 

any event. If any trigger evaluates to true, the task should 
be started. Its user responsibility to define triggers well, 
since without extensive heuristic middleware cannot detect 
problems, such as conflicting triggers. Section RUN_ON is 

optional for tasks that are only called from other tasks and 
do not have their own triggers. 

Triggers are defined using semi-formal grammatic, as 
presented in Listing 5. Trigger TIME is used to define one-

time or periodic task. Keyword NOW means that task should 

id = unique_remote_id 

connection = {parameters for connecting} 

[listen = {parameters for incoming traffic}] 

publish = {publishing topics} 

subscribe = {subscription topics} 

Listing 2. Configuration file for a single server in cloud layer 

TASK task_name[(arg[, ...])] 

[ RUN_ON <triggers> ] 

BEGIN 

  <commands> 

END 

Listing 4. General task definition syntax 

id = remote_garage_server 

connection = {protocol="https", 

url="https://192.168.12.7/garage", 

user="garage2", password:"some-secret-key-1"} 

listen = {protocol="https", port=443, 

user="garage2", password="some-secret-key-2"} 

subscribe = {"charger/command","charger/temp", 

"door/command", "camera/command"} 

publish = {"charger/status", "charger/temp", 

"door/status", "camera/status", 

"delivery/open", "delivery/close"} 

Listing 3. Example cloud layer configuration file 

charger_switch = PIN(pin=17) 

charger_temp = DHT11(pin=7) 

door = HTTPS(url="https://10.0.0.27/open" + 

"?key=55gs-12-jXT2ap1K&" + value) 

camera(cmd) = HTTPS(url="https://10.0.0.35/" + 

cmd + "?key=55gs-12-jXT2ap1K&" + value) 

Listing 1. Example sensor layer configuration file 
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be run immediately with start of this node. Trigger 
MESSAGE is intended for operation subscribe. When this 

node starts it must register itself for all subscription topics 
defined in cloud layer configuration file. When any 
message arrives, it is handled through MESSAGE triggers. 

Trigger SENSOR allows asynchronous action on some 

events triggered by device. For example, some sensor may 
trigger interrupt or is otherwise used independently of 
commands in program. Whenever a reading is received this 
trigger should be evaluated. 

Trigger examples are presented in Listing 6, with some 
explanations using comments (after character #). 

Task commands must be placed between BEGIN and 

END keywords. Four commands are proposed: GET, SET, 

SEND and RUN, which can be placed in main-level or within 

IF-THEN clauses. Definitions of commands is presented in 

Listing 7.  

Command SET sensor_name=new_value sends 

given value to the sensor (defined in sensor layer). To 
facilitate complex sensor definitions, value new_value is 

assigned to internal variable named value that can be used 

in sensor layer (see door and camera in Listing 1). Sensor 

name may be followed by arguments if definition of that 
sensor requires it (e.g., SET door("set") = "open"). 

Likewise, command GET sensor reads from given 

sensor and creates variable with same name that can be used 
in the rest of task body (i.e., in SET, END or IF commands). 

Command SEND should be used for operation publish 

on server with given id and one or more given 
topic=value pairs. Server id and topic names must match 

ones defined in cloud layer. 

Block IF-THEN-ENDIF could be used to perform some 

action only if given condition is met. Only simple 
conditions are supported. Nested blocks can be used for 
more complex conditions. 

Automatic variables time (with elements as defined by 

struct tm in header <time.h> for C) and timestamp 

(string in format YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sss) should be 

available in task body for more complex scenarios. 

If task execution is triggered by a message, then the 
variable message is available. Variable message is a 

structure with fields from, topic and value. If task is not 

triggered by message those fields have none as a value. 

Similarly, when task is triggered by sensor event, variable 
sensor becomes available with fields name and value. 

IV. EXAMPLE TASKS 

Example system used for demonstration is the garage 
embedded device with direct control over car charging 
station, and control over garage door and camera via local 
nodes reached via HTTPS. Embedded device itself is 
controlled by server (over HTTPS). All sensor and 
connection parameters are already presented in examples in 
previous section (Listings 1 and 3). Example tasks 
presented in Listing 8 use those parameters in task body.  

TIME NOW       #run only once - now = on start 

TIME 07:30:00  #run once, at 07:30:00 

TIME 150:00    #run once, 150 minutes from now 

TIME 05.300    #run once: 5 seconds and 300 

               #milliseconds from now 

TIME NOW REPEAT HOURLY #run now and each hour 

TIME NOW REPEAT HOURLY {8 10 12 16 18}  

#run now and at these hours 

TIME 07:30:00 PERIOD 01:00:00 STOP 12:00:00  

  REPEAT DAILY  

#run each day at 7:30,8:30,9:30,10:30,11:30 

TIME 07:30:00 PERIOD 01:00:00 STOP 12:00:00   

  REPEAT DAILY {Mon Wed Fri} 

MESSAGE      #run on each new received message 

MESSAGE FROM remote_garage_server  

  TOPIC "charger/command" == "start" 

#run on new message only if from  

#"remote_garage_server", topic name is 

#"charger/command" and  

#topic value is "start" 

SENSOR charger_temp > 60 

#run if sensor "charger_temp" triggered event 

#and its value is greater than 60 

Listing 6. Example triggers with short explanations 

<commands>: <command> [...] 

<command>: GET <a> | SET <b> | SEND <c> |  

           RUN <d> | IF <e> THEN <f> ENDIF 

GET sensor_name[(arg[, ...])] 

SET sensor_name[(arg[, ...])] = new_value 

SEND remote_id topic_name = new_value[, ...] 

RUN other_task_name[(arg[, ...])] 

IF name <comp_op> some_value_or_name THEN 

  <commands> 

ENDIF 

Listing 7. Definition of commands 

<triggers>: <trigger> [...] 

<trigger>: TIME <time_spec> |  

           MESSAGE <message_spec> |  

           SENSOR <sensor_spec> 

<time_spec>: NOW | <time>  

             [PERIOD <time> [STOP <time>]] 

             [REPEAT <repeat_pattern>] 

<time>: hh:mm:ss | minutes:seconds | 

        seconds[.milliseconds] 

<repeat_pattern>: HOURLY [{hours}] | 

                  DAILY [{week days}] | 

                  MONTHLY [{months}] 

<message_spec>: [FROM remote_id] 

  [TOPIC "topic-name" [<comp_op> value]] 

<sensor_spec>: sensor_name [<comp_op> value] 

<comp_op>: < | <= | > | >= | == | != 

Listing 5. Trigger definitions 
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First task, charger_start, can be activated remotely 

when server sends the message on topic 
charger/command with value start. Also, task is 

executed each day at 11 PM and every 10 minutes after, 
until 5:30 AM when is last started. Complementary task, 
charger_stop can also be started remotely, but also on 

5:40 each day and when sensor charger_temp triggers 

action with the value of 60 or greater. Since overheating can 
stop charger (through sensor trigger charger_stop), task 

charger_start executes each 10 minutes in expected 

charging cycle, to turn charger on if it was switched off. 

Task door_and_cam_control is an example of task 

that is called from other tasks. It has arguments camera_op 

and door_op that are used in task body. Sensor camera, 

used in example tasks, is a smart device itself, and can 
analyze pictures it takes, recognizing specific delivery 
persons or vehicles. 

V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 

Divide and conquer principle is widely used to handle 
complexity. The same principle is applied in proposed 
three-layer node model with additional complexity hiding 
in middleware. However, even with that, proposed node 
model is not simple enough for users without any 
background in information technology. Fortunately, the 
basic information technology is a part of any education 
program, and some of those students might be potential 
users of proposed node model. They could learn about it 
through simple examples. Then, they could modify those 
examples for their own purposes on their own systems, just 
adapting configuration and programs. Or at least, such 
users could modify already deployed systems, alleviating 
the need for professional programmers to be constantly 
involved. 

Local or remote servers are important part of ecosystem 
in which proposed node model is used. However, we do not 
propose simplification on their usage – that is up to user to 
learn from other sources, or get professionals set servers for 
them. Theoretically, even this node model could be used as 
server but with a moderately complex program. Still, the 
lack of data-store capabilities and related operations (data 
retrieval, manipulation) could be a severe limitation. 

For comparison with other solutions we use several 
alternatives: programming a node in a low level 
programming language – C, programming a node in a high 
level programming language – Python, and using a web 
service to control a node (e.g., like in [2] and [3]). Several 
criteria are considered for comparison: 

1. Node autonomy 

2. Hardware requirements for node 

3. Flexibility in network design 

4. Requirement for an Internet connection 

5. Complexity for solution design 

6. Number of end-users (as creators) 

The first criteria, node autonomy, considers what can a 
node do alone, without interaction with other nodes. When 
a node is programmed in some general programming 
language, there are no limits. Obviously, when node is 
controlled through web service, no autonomy is required 
from node. Proposed node model offers some autonomy 
through programming in logic layer. However, since 
proposed logic layer has limited functionality it cannot 
compete with custom programs (e.g., in C or Python). 

The criteria of hardware requirements its obviously in 
favor on nodes that are programmed in low level. They can 
be optimized for very simple microcontrollers. In contrast, 
when Python is used, or proposed node model, more 
resources are required (for interpreter, for middleware). 

TASK charger_start 

RUN_ON 

  MESSAGE FROM remote_garage_server  

    TOPIC "charger/command" == "start" 

  TIME 23:00:00 PERIOD 00:10:00 STOP 05:30:00 

    REPEAT DAILY 

BEGIN 

  SET charger_switch = 1 

  SEND remote_garage_server "charger/status"=1 

END 

TASK charger_stop 

RUN_ON 

  MESSAGE FROM remote_garage_server  

    TOPIC "charger/command" == "stop" 

  TIME 05:40:00 REPEAT DAILY 

  SENSOR charger_temp >= 60 

BEGIN 

  SET charger_switch = 0 

  SEND remote_garage_server "charger/status"=0 

  IF sensor.name == "charger_temp" THEN 

    SEND remote_garage_server  

      "charger/temp" = sensor.value 

  ENDIF 

END 

TASK door_and_cam_control(camera_op, door_op) 

BEGIN 

  SET camera("record") = "set=" + camera_op 

  SET door = door_op 

  SEND remote_garage_server  

    "camera/status" = camera_op,  

    "door/status" = door_op 

END 

TASK open_door_for_delivery 

RUN_ON 

  TIME 06:30:00 

  REPEAT DAILY {Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri} 

BEGIN 

  GET camera("authorized_entry") 

  IF camera == "waiting" THEN 

    RUN door_and_cam_control("record", 1) 

    SEND remote_garage_server  

      "delivery/open" = timestamp 

  ENDIF 

END 

#task "close_door_after_delivery" can be 

#created similarly 

TASK remote_door_control 

RUN_ON 

  MESSAGE FROM remote_garage_server 

BEGIN 

  IF message.topic == "door/command" THEN 

    IF message.value == "open" THEN 

      SET door = 1 

    ENDIF 

    IF message.value == "close" THEN 

      SET door = 0 

    ENDIF 

  ENDIF 

END 

Listing 8. Task examples 
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When a web service is used, node must have connection 
capability, at least TCP/IP network stack, usually even 
more demanding (e.g., HTTPS, TLS). Alternatively, if a 
web service could be installed in local network, then 
Internet connection will not be necessary. In that case, 
hardware requirements of web-based solution and Python 
program or proposed model might not be that different. 

From network design flexibility aspect, programmable 
solutions are more flexible than web-service oriented 
approach, since in later approach a centralized model is 
only one offered. 

The most important problem, as the author sees it, is the 
number of users that can program and configure a smart 
thing, design the whole system or adapt existing one. The 
number of qualified system architects and programmers 
(e.g., for C or Python) cannot grow exponentially as is 
expected for IoT deployments. With minimal education 
users might be able to use well defined graphical interface 
offered by some web services or smart phone apps and 
configure their things through them. However, they cannot 
be used everywhere. The proposed node model is an 
attempt to provide some additional possibilities – limited 
capability, but flexible and simple enough to be used by 
some users when other solutions are not enough or 
available. Proposed syntax is simpler than one in 
programming language (e.g., Python) but can still enable 
creation of arbitrary communication networks, define 
reaction to most events and provide a possibility for 
periodic activities. Summary of differently created systems 
through given criteria’s is presented in TABLE I. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the research on user-oriented 
programming for a device in IoT systems. Three-layer 
software model is proposed, with cloud layer for simpler 
communication with servers, sensor layer for interaction 
with sensors and actuators, and logic layer for user-made 
programs. Minimal program syntax is proposed, with 
commands for interacting with remote computers and 
sensors. Commands are grouped in tasks, which are started 
by time, message, or sensor trigger.  

In the author’ opinion, proposed node model is another 
research toward end-user programming in IoT systems 

which could include some advanced users that are not 
professional programmers, but could still learn to create 
programs or modify existing ones toward their needs. 
However, to validate this hypothesis further research is 
required, including prototype implementation and analysis 
of end-user experience with it. 
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TABLE I. THE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT NODE IMPLEMENTATION’S PROPERTIES 

 
Node 

autonomy 

Hardware 
requirements for 

node 

Flexibility in 

network design 

Requirement for 
an Internet 

connection 

Complexity for 

solution design 

Number of end-
users (as 

creators) 

Using proposed 
node model 

medium high medium no medium medium 

Programming node 

in C 
high low high no high low 

Programming node 
in Python 

high high high no high low 

Using 

web-service 
low medium/high low yes low/medium medium/high 
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